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When former New Ager Warren Smith began reading Purpose-Driven Life, he was shocked to discover language, ideas, terms and philosophies that he learned as a New Ager. If you have ever wondered what really lies beneath the surface of the Purpose-Driven agenda, then Deceived on Purpose is a must-read.

A stunning and thought-provoking testimonial.
Sold nearly 10,000 copies since August 2004!
Now in its 2nd Edition.

The Book Answers the Following Questions—

Is Purpose-Driven Life leading the majority of the Christian church down a path that leads to New Age deception?

What do New Age leaders, who believe all paths lead to God, have in common with Purpose-Driven Life?

Are the details of biblical prophecy and Jesus' return our business? Not according to Rick Warren, but what does Scripture say?

What is Rick Warren's "Global Peace Plan" really all about?

What Others Are Saying

• "Probably the most important contribution in the ongoing discussion about Rick Warren's The Purpose Driven Life and all things Purpose Driven."—Tim Challies, Challies.com

• "Because of my former background in New Age Occultism, I was very interested to see how Warren Smith could tie all of this together, ... concerning Rick Warren and his connections to the New Age."—Steve Muse, Eastern Regional Watch

Warren Smith (B.A. University of Pennsylvania; M.S.W. Tulane University) is a free-lance writer and community social worker who was formerly involved in the New Age movement. He has served as a program coordinator for people with special needs, directed several homeless programs, and has worked most recently as a Hospice social worker in New Orleans and on the California coast. He has written extensively on the subject of spiritual deception and has been widely interviewed on radio and television. He is also the author of The Light That Was Dark, published by Moody Press in 1992, and Reinventing Jesus Christ.

Marketing Support:

• Co-op advertising available.
• Extensive radio interviewing throughout the country.
• Internet promotion on various popular web sites.
• Press Release campaign to over 10,000 media outlets.
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We have just been informed by our friends in the Netherlands, Karel van Berghem and his son John, that the Dutch translation of Warren Smith’s book, Deceived on Purpose, is complete and is now printed. Smith handed over the Dutch rights to the long term Dutch evangelist who has been warning believers in the Netherlands about the dangers of Purpose Driven, the emerging church and contemplative. I read “Deceived on Purpose” after I read “The Purpose Driven Life”. I sensed that Rick Warren was an undeclared Catholic and I found nothing in his book that did anything but confirm that thinking. I was not so aware of the connection that Warren had to Robert Schuller - that is a new illumination for this reader.